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Abstract: The goal of the radiation therapy is to give as much dose as possible to the target volume and avoid giving any dose at all to a normal tissue. Despite the advances of the computer-based control current technology does not allow to compensate respiratory movement. It considerably restricts effectiveness of such treatment the case of lung cancer.

In this paper we present a work in progress, a timed model of radiation treatment system developed to analyze a potential set up for a system that compensates respiratory motion. We model the system with Uppaal, a tool for modeling, validation and verification of real-time systems modeled as networks of timed automata, extended with data types (bounded integers, arrays, etc.). The model is used to validate understanding of the model and selected scenarios.
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1. Introduction

The goal of the radiation therapy is to give as much dose as possible to the target volume of tissue and avoid giving any dose to a normal tissue. Advances of the computer-based control allow planning and performing accurate plans and treatments, however motion compensation during treatment remains a considerable problem. Different techniques to cope with such problem are discussed in [1]. Gating combined with external surrogates is overviewed in [2]. Other research models try predicting movement of the tumor, e.g. [3-5]. We, on the other hand, are interested in modeling hardware and software that should move precisely and fast to compensate respiratory movement. We use formal methods, because they provide means for rigorous modeling and analysis of diverse systems. Main reasons of the formal methods popularity are the following: formal modeling languages allow defining systems, including non deterministic behavior, unambiguously, and that allows applying rigorous reasoning about models, e.g. model checking, theorem proving and other specifically designed algorithms.

Quite a few techniques and tools were defined over the years, e.g. process algebras [5-10], timed automaton [11] and related Uppaal tool [12], hybrid automaton [13], see [14] for a wider overview. Successful application of formal techniques is reported in different areas, e.g. automotive [15], electronics [16], industrial devices control [17] and other.

In this paper we apply Uppaal tool [12] for the design and analysis of a radiation therapy system consisting of a HexaPOD couch with 6-degrees movement, a tracking camera, a marker (markers) and a controller. Uppaal is an integrated tool environment for modeling, validation and verification of real-time systems modeled as networks of timed automata, extended with data types and other convenient constructions [12]. We extend model presented in [18] with time constraints and timed trajectories, and analyze selected properties of the systems.

In the second section we provide a description of the radiation treatment system. Then we introduce timed automaton and Uppaal and in the third section. In the fourth section we present and discuss an Uppaal model of the radiation treatment system and check some of its properties, and its applicability to further analysis. Future plans and conclusions close the paper.

2. Radiation Treatment System

There exists a plentitude of diverse radiation treatment systems, e.g. see [1]. We analyze a particular setup, depicted in Fig. 1, consists of the following components:

- **Patient Setup Couch** is used to position patient for the treatment, in our case the HexaPOD couch [19-20]
- **External Radiation Beam Source** usually produced by a medical linear accelerator, in short, linac. We omit it, because we analyze behavior of the couch and the controller only.
- **Tracking Device** provides information about the position of the patient. Different means and techniques
can be used to perform it, see [1] for the details. Our model a system is with a stereo camera, we omit it in this paper.

- **Controller** is a system that controls the treatment process, in our case the controller uses information provided by the treatment plan and the HexaPOD response to control it.

\[ A = (L, l_0, \mathcal{A}, E, I) \]  

(1)

where \( L \) is a finite set of locations; \( l_0 \in L \) is the initial location; \( \mathcal{A} \) is a finite set of action names and \( E \subseteq L \times B(C) \times \mathcal{A} \times \mathcal{C} \times L \) is a finite set of edges, \( I: L \rightarrow B(C) \) assigns *invariants* to locations.

We will write \( \ell \xrightarrow{g,a,r} \ell' \) instead of \( (\ell, g, a, r, \ell') \in E \). For such an edge, \( \ell \) is called the source location of the state, \( g \) is the guard, \( a \) is the action, \( r \) is the set of clocks to be reset and \( \ell' \) is the target location. Timed automata can be represented as in Fig. 2. Locations are drawn as nodes in the graph, and the initial location is usually marked with a double circle.

**Definition 3.** Let \( A = (L, l_0, \mathcal{A}, E, I) \) be a timed automaton over \( C \). We define the *timed transition system* generated by \( A \) as \( T(A) = (S, Act, \tau) \) where:

- \( S = L \times (\mathcal{C} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}) \) is a set of states \( (l, \nu) \), where \( l \) is a location of the timed automaton and \( \nu \) is a clock valuation satisfying the invariant of \( l \);
- \( Act = \mathcal{A} \cup \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) is the set of labels;
- Two types of transitions are defined:
  - *Action transitions* \( (l, \nu) \xrightarrow{a} (l', \nu') \) such that exists an edge \( (l \xrightarrow{a} l') \in E \) where \( \nu' \) satisfies \( g \) and \( \nu' \) satisfies \( \nu[r] \) and \( \nu' \) satisfies \( I(l') \);
  - *Delay transitions* \( (l, \nu) \xrightarrow{d} (l', \nu') \) if \( \forall d' \in [0, d] \Rightarrow \nu + d' \) satisfies \( I(l) \).

Let \( \nu_0 \) denote the valuation with \( \nu_0(x) = 0 \) for all \( x \in C \). If it satisfies the invariant of the initial location, we will call \( (l_0, \nu_0) \) the initial state of \( T(A) \).

In Uppaal, timed automata are composed into a network, consisting of \( n \) timed automata \( A_i = (l_i, l_0^i, \mathcal{A}_i, C, E_i, I_{nu}) \), \( i = 1...n \). Let \( l = (l_1, ..., l_n) \) be a location of the network, then invariants are composed using conjunction \( I(l) = \bigwedge_{i=0}^n I_i(l_i) \).

**Definition 4.** Let \( A_i = (l_i, l_0^i, \mathcal{A}_i, C, E_i, I_{nu}) \), \( i = 1...n \) be a network of \( n \) timed automata. Let \( l_0 = (l_0^1, ..., l_0^n) \) be the initial location vector. The semantics is defined as a transition system \( (S, s_0, \rightarrow) \), where \( S = (L_0 \times ... \times L_n) \times \mathbb{R}^c \) is the set of states, \( s_0 = (l_0, \nu_0) \) is the initial state and transition relation combines 3 transitions types:

- *time flow transitions* \( (l, \nu) \xrightarrow{d} (l, \nu + d) \), if \( \forall d' \in [0, d] \) holds \( \nu + d' \models I_{nu}(l) \);
- *discrete transitions*
  - synchronized \( (l_1, ..., l_n, l', \nu) \xrightarrow{\tau} (l_1', ..., l_n', \nu) \) if \( \exists i \neq j \) and \( \nu' \models I_{nu}(l_i') \) and \( \nu' \models I_{nu}(l_j') \) and \( \nu' \models I_{nu}(l_i) \) and \( \nu' \models I_{nu}(l_j) \).
  - asynchronous \( (l_1, ..., l_n, l', \nu) \xrightarrow{\tau} (l_1', ..., l_n', \nu) \) if \( \exists i \neq j \) and \( \nu' \models I_{nu}(l_i) \) and \( \nu' \models I_{nu}(l_j) \).

Uppaal is based on the theory of timed automata; however it’s modeling language offers additional features such as bounded integer variables, urgency, and more [12]. Properties to be verified are specified using a subset of CTL (*computation tree logic*) [21]:

- \( \mathbb{A}[\ell] \text{ p} \) invariant - property p always holds in all paths;
- \( \mathbb{A} \rightarrow \mathbb{A} \text{ p} \) eventually - property \( \text{ p} \) holds in all paths at some moment;
- \( \mathbb{E} \rightarrow \mathbb{A} \text{ p} \) possibly always - property \( \text{ p} \) eventually holds at some state, at least in one path;
- \( \mathbb{E} \rightarrow \mathbb{E} \text{ p} \) potentially always - property \( \text{ p} \) eventually holds from some state, at least in one path;
4. Timed Model of the Radiation Treatment System

We present a work in progress, a simplified version of the radiation treatment system defined in Sect. 2. We extend model presented in [18] with timing aspects. The model is used to explore HexaPOD behavior, therefore we ignore the Tracker and the model consists of the following components:

- **Controller** sends commands to HexaPOD based on its state, a treatment plan (in this case, trajectory) and the input from the tracking system, i.e. stereo camera1;  
- **HexaPOD** moves according to its physical limitations and the commands sent from the Controller via the **HexaPOD Buffer** that models asynchronous communication and latency between the controller and the HexaPOD.

4.1. HexaPOD and HexaPOD Buffer

An Uppaal model of the HexaPOD is depicted in Fig. 3. We model it as a one point-device with a discrete movement in three - x, y and z directions. We abstract from the acceleration and rotation. Such a simplified model still allows investigating an impact of the latency and the general design of HexaPOD control. The automaton consists of three locations:

1. **Idle**: HexaPOD waits for a command **move_to**. With this action it receives a target, and changes to **Move** location.
2. **Move**: HexaPOD stepwise moves towards the target, taking steps in the predefined direction of the predefined length at a constant speed. After each step it checks for a new target, and updates the current one, if necessary. When the target is reached, it changes to **TargetReached** location.
3. **TargetReached** is a committed location (a special type of location, which should be left at the next step), which is used for diagnostic reasons, see Sect. **HexaPOD Buffer** models asynchronous communication and latency. It consists of three locations. **Empty** location denotes an empty buffer; it idles until the **move_to** Command from the Controller and then changes to **Latency** location. **Latency** location is used to model delays in the system, i.e. after receiving the new target the buffer delays before making it available to the HexaPOD. However, the new target can be provided to the buffer anytime. **Ready** location denotes readiness of the buffer: the target can be acquired by the HexaPOD using **get_move** action.

4.2. Controller

The controller just commands to the HexaPOD. It consists of three locations: **Start**, **Move** and **Finished**, where the first and the third denote the beginning and the end of control, correspondingly. In the **Move** location, the system sends control inputs at the defined time moments, all provided by an array.

4.3 Queries

We use the following queries to generate diagnostic traces as well as to validate the model.

1. **E<> Controller.Finished**, **A<> Controller.Finished** checks, can Controller send all control commands. The first one shows existence at least one path that leads to the Finished state of the Controller, while the last proves that in all paths eventually such state is reached.
2. **A<> Controller.Finished and Controller.step == Controller.STEPS-1** – if Controller is in the state Finished then it has sent all the commands.
3. **E<> HexaPOD.TargetReached and HexaPOD.current_pos == Controller.path[Controller.STEPS-1].pos** – HexaPOD has reached the target and it coincides with the defined target.
4. **A<> HexaPOD.TargetReached and HexaPOD.current_pos == Controller.path[Controller.STEPS-1].pos** – HexaPOD in all paths eventually reaches the

---

1 We ignore the tracking device in this paper.
target position, and it arrives at a proper position as well.
Provided queries allows validating consistency of the systems and producing diagnostic traces, that can be compared with expected traces and behavioral properties of the HexaPOD estimated.

5. Conclusions
We have presented a work in progress – a timed Uppaal model of the radiation treatment system. The model can be used to analyze functional properties of the HexaPOD and estimate requirements for couch that would be able to follow required, e.g. breathing cycle, trajectories. It shows limitations of the approach as well: trajectories can be only approximated, time scales are to different, distances modeling precision is insufficient.

Our future plans include
1. Extensions of the Uppaal model:
   i. model of HexaPOD with rotation, acceleration and more precise velocity;
   ii. model of the targeting component;
   iii. implementation of the different control approaches.
2. Continuous model of the HexaPOD, that would allow increase the precision of the timed model and would generate discrete control and testing paths for it.
3. Formal hybrid model, using Behavioral Hybrid Process Calculus [8, 9] or a semi-formal control model in OpenModelica [22].
4. Combination of the real respiratory movement trajectories and (formal) model to investigate the systems’ adequacy to compensate it.
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